A high-heeled hazard at work?
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"I don't understand why there isn't a standard in place. There is legislation for reflective tape on other kinds of work clothing, for instance."

Eighty per cent of the women interviewed in Gora's study said their company handbooks stated heeled footwear is a must for work, with 40 per cent wearing heels that were lower than two inches, and 54 per cent wearing heels that were two to four inches high. Just six per cent of the women surveyed said they didn't wear heeled shoes on the job.

Though Gora herself doesn't mind wearing heeled shoes-and heard the same from several of the women she interviewed-she'd like to see servers offered the choice to opt out of sky-high footwear.

And even if employers don't give their wait staff the go-ahead to go flat-footed, "I believe there are alternatives that will make wearing heels safer."

Changes in flooring -- like eliminating rubber matting that grabs at heels-and keeping kitchen floors spill-free would help servers avoid mishaps, Gora believes.

Gora, who reviewed 12 related studies on the topic of falls and workplace safety as part of her research, said she'd also like to see guidelines on heel height as well as recommendations in employee handbooks on appropriate types or brands of shoe to purchase, "if the hospitality industry wants to make it mandatory to wear heels."

Gora plans to pursue a career in fashion merchandising after graduation from the U of A, but hopes research will continue on the subject of footwear safety for servers.

"They tend to be overlooked in the workplace population. Servers don't have to wear hard hats or work with heavy machinery, so there is no larger concern for why they should have safety equipment, but there are risks."